Japanese style with grace and beauty for mature women.

Oshima-tsumugi is said to be the world’s finest dye pattern, and has 1300 years worth of history. It takes more than 30 elaborate techniques to produce this silk weave. You can find many patterns of Oshima-tsumugi: for example, the many colors of oshio-tsumugi (Oshio Oshima) or the bright, modern colors of shiro-oshima (White Oshima). The gentle and deep colors of this weave will captivate adult women.

Genuine Oshima-tsumugi
Silk Fabric Association
18-4 Shiraizaka-cho, Kagoshima city
TEL 099-264-1185

- Card Case (2,940 yen to 4,725 yen)
- Bracelet (8,400 yen to 38,300 yen)
- Shopping bag (7,200 yen to 31,000 yen)

Genuine Oshima-tsumugi

Black Satsuma Teapot Set

Business Card Case
This modern, bright pattern is suitable for adults.

Incense Burner
"Tsubakihana" is a traditional technique of Satsuma-yaki pottery. It is an elegant handcraft with a delicate technique.

Incense Burner

Satsuma-yaki

A world of black and white, born from Satsuma soil, flame, and workmanship.

After participating in Hōleyst's invasion of the Korean peninsula during the 16th century, Satsuma Clan Lord Yoshitsugu Shimazu brought home some potters, which started a flourishing culture of ceramic art in Kagoshima. Featuring an ivory base with fine, brilliant cracks and brilliant paintings, the delicate and elegant White Satsuma style was historically reserved for use by the feudal lords. In contrast, the Black Satsuma style, which was fired for use by ordinary citizens, conveys a simple warmth.

Satsuma-yaki

It might be nice to put Italian food in this dish. Satsuma-yaki has many appearances, so it’s fun to experiment.

Sorakyu

Sorakyu has a conic body, which prevents it from sitting upright on a table. When you drink with this cup, everyone will say "Sorakyu (Ok! drink up!)," hence its name. It is popular as a humorous gift.

Sorakyu